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1. SUMMARY
A rotating, positive displacement vane pump with an integral boost
















1.49 x 106 (2l6psi)
LIQUID OXYGEN
75%





2.23 x 10 (323psi)
Preliminary studies led to the conclusion that engineering effort was
to concentrate on the liquid hydrogen pump and adapt the configuration
to pump liquid oxygen. The two pumps were to be built from different
material to meet the material compatability with the fluids.
Analyses indicated that the LH2 vane pump required two matching boost
stage while the LOX vane pump took only one.
Analysis work done included vane stage cam profile, vane dynamics,
thermal leakages, stresses, and various design calculations.
2. INTRODUCTION
Cryogenic fluid pumping is a newly developing technology in the field
of fluid transfer. Up to the present, no successful attempt in building
a cryogenic vane pump has been recorded. Both PESCO and General Motors
have ventured into this field but their effort have been unrewarding.
Nevertheless, PESCO liquid hydrogen vane pump test data has been proven
to be an invaluable calibration tool for the mathematic model developed
by Sundstrand's engineers in this conquest.
The objective of this program is to design and fabricate a boost vane
pump package which will serve as a test vehicle for the technology
development of small positive displacement pumps for liquid oxygen
and liquid hydrogen for APS Feed System. Since this is a technology
development program, neither weight nor size has been treated as
a design constraint. In order to reduce the manufacturing cost, the dis-
placement for theliquid hydrogen pump was used for both fluids.
3. DESIGN GUIDELINES
1. The preliminary design effort was to be guided toward, but
not limited to:
a. Stress analysis
b. Bearing loads, life, and cooling requirements
c. Seal leakage and life
d. Internal leakage analysis
e. Thermal analysis
f. Rubbing speeds and loads
g. Materials selection and heat treatment
h. Oxygen and hydrogen compatibility of materials.
2. The boost/vane pump package was a self contained unit with its
own seals and bearings. A mounting flange and coupling was
to be provided for mounting and driving the unit from an
external power source.
3. The pump displacement was to be selected so that the flow
conditions was to be met at nominal pump speeds of either
4000, 6000, 8,000, 12000, or 24000 RPM. The oxygen pump and
hydrogen pump requirements were such that, for the same displace-
ment, they would require different operating speeds, but the
speed selected for each fluid was to be one of those listed.
4. If a single pump design could not meet the flow rate require-
ments of both fluids, with the speed constraints listed above,
a compromise must be made in the selection of the pump displace-
ment. The displacement selected would be that which would
provide for the greatest technology gain'when considering
both material selection and boost pump performance.
5. The ability of the pump to expel gas and recover nominal
performance would be more critical than a momentary reduction
in flow or pump efficiency.
6. The pump would be designed so that both the vane pump and
boost pump components could be tested separately.
7. The vane pump would be designed so that material changes could
be made in the area that rubbing contact occurs between










UI2 AND L?2 CRYOGENIC VANE PUMPS
Evaluation of materials for usage at cryogenic temperatures was
conducted taking into account the b.:lsic low temparature character-
istics of materials. This constituted the rating of materials
using the following basic parameters as applicable:
1) Low temperature mechanical strength'
2) Low temperature impact strength
3) Low thermal contraction differential
4) Wear.resistance
More importantly, material compatibility with L02 was established
using what is termed as the "burn factor" (1) for selected raaterials.
The material selections are summarized in Table 4.1a and 4.1b and des-
cribed:below.
An attempt has also been nade to fabricate the vane stage parts from
similar, if not the sane, raaterials in each respective pump. This
is due to areas in the vane stage requiring tight tolerances. Similar
materials thus similar contraction rates alleviate loss of these
tolerances at cryogenic temperatures.
LH2 Pump Vane Stage
The low lubricity characteristics of LII2 dictates a wear resistant
base material or coating for the rubbing surfaces. :1ost hardenable
steels have been discounted due to their low temperature embrittlernent
effects or poor impact strength at cryogenic temperatures as exhibitec
by 4340 steel in Fig.4~. (2) The 300 series stainless steels would'
not possess adequate wear resistance even though their hardness and
stren~th increases at low temperatures (Fig.42) .(2)
Investigation into suitable "'lear resistance led to the Ferro-TiC
materia~ (Div. of Sintecast). The Ferro-TiC materials are a family
of steel or alloy bonded carbides utilizing extrelnely hard. TiC grains
uniformly distributed through a hardenable raetal matrix. A variety
of metal matrices are available. The selected grade Has HT-6 \'lhich
is composed of a nickel alloy (Inconel 718) matri:~ with a 45% TiC
particle content. i'.
The nickel alloy matrix provides excellent low temperature strengt~
(Fig.43) (2) while the TiC particles provide the essential wear re-
sistance. (Similar Ferro-TiC grades (Ferro-TiC SK, C:·l) have exhibi'ted
excellent wear resistance for vane stage parts). Alternate materi~l
selection for the vane stage parts necessitated the use of diss~rniJar
metals due to the low temperature ernbrittlement of harden.:lble con-"
ventional steels. The dissimilar combination (Table4~a) utilizes a -
hard on soft material approach. A-28G stainless steel exhibited the
optimum low temperature properties for the rotor and vanes \.,hila
maintaining similar thermal contraction rates with the leaded bronze
port plates and liner. To insure adequate wear resistance, the rotor
ends and vanes will be electroless nickel plated.. This combinatio~ .
. insures that ,all' rubbing cont.:lct \'lill be composed of h.:lrd (GO RC) ,.,





~he inducer, impeller and housings were originally to be cast from
C355 aluminum although to provide for interchangeability with the
'L02 pump,· K Honel will be used. Similarly the shaft has been changed
'from 304L CP£S to K }ronel. These changes also provide for a closer
match of thermal contractions on the inducer, impeller and shaft.
The 1abyri nth seal ri ngs for the LH 2 pump wi 11 be P5N carbon and 70/30 Brass
will be an alternate choice.
the ball bearings will be made from 440C stainless steel with one piece rulon
retainers which have shown excellent perfonnance on the space shuttle LH2 andCentaur L02 pumps.
L02 Pump Vane Stage
~ompatibilitywith L02 was used as the primary basis of material
,;election for the L02 pump. Rubbing metal to metal contact of the
vane stage elements require materials possessimhigh ignition
temperature, high thermal diffusivity and low heat of oxidation while
~naintaining wear resistance •
.~ few of the alloys used as preliminary candidates in the L02 pump
study are listed in Table4.I1 (1) Some thermodynamic properties of
each of the alloys are also sllown. The first colurrm lists the density
of the material. The second colurun presents the calculated heat
evolved from each al~9Y assuming complete combustion of 100 ~rams of
the material. The heat of oxidation was calculated by taking the con-
centration of each of the najor constituents in the alloy nultiplying
the weight present by the standard heat of oxidation for each con-
stituent and summing the component values to obtain a calculated heat
of alloy oxidation. A large value for 6. IIf, the standard heat of
oxidation, inplies large amounts of heat evolved in the o:ddation of
100 grams of the alloy.
The third column in the table presents a calculated value of the
diffusivity of each material. The diffusivity is defined by the
following expression:
where~ = thermal diffusivity
k = thermal conductivity
~ = density
c = specific heat
The diffusivity is a value representing the ability of a material to
diffuse heat away from a.heat source.
The fourth column in the table is the ratio of the heat ,of o:ddation
.divided by the diffusivity and is referred to as the "burn factor".
This number provides a relative ranking of each material in terms
of the amount of heat produced when a fixed anount of material oxidi~es
divided by the diffusivity, ~1e ability of the base metal to diffuse
heat away. The high value of ~-ll£ implies either a high heat of





Table III lists the materials of interest according to the burn factor,
~ IIf. The materials at the top of the list are con$idered to
0(
be more resistant to burning because of either a ~ow heat of oxidation
or a high diffusivity or both. Materials appearing lower in the list
have either a high heat of oxidation or low diffusivity and are ex-
pected to be less resistant to both ignition and combustion.
The prime and alternate materials selected for the L02 pump are showl1
in Table 4 l~. The Ferro-TiC CN-5 material to be used as the rotor, port
plates, liner and vanes is composed of 45 V/O~tungsten carbide and
SS V/O,70/30 brass. The tungsten carbide is present as interspersed
particles in the 70/30 brass matrix. This combination of hard and
soft constituents has provided excellent wear resistance in convention-
al aircraft fuel pumps. Compatibility of the Ferro-TiC CN-5 with
L02 was estimated by calculating the "burn factor" for the alloy.
(Appendix) .
The alternate materials selected for the L02 vane stage all appear
high on the list in Table 4.111. This combination, as in the L1I2 version
will provide a hard on soft approach and utilizes electroless nickel
against leaded bronze as the mating materials.
The shaft, inducer, impeller and housings will be fabricated from
K Monel due to its low burn factor and eAcellent mechanical propert::.es
at cryogenic temperatures. S Monel will be used if the parts are to be casted.
The bearing, as with~~le LH2 pump, wil~-De made from 440C stainless
steel as used on the Centaur L02 and space shuttle LH2 pUI':lps.













(ft2 ) (hr) (oF)
.049 DTU
C =---0 = specific heat
lb F
17 BTU (ft)
K = = thermal conductivity
. (ft2 ) (hr) (oF)
55V/O, Cu-Ni alloy (similar to CA 715)
since the Cu-Hi alloy matrix is similar to copper alloy 715, property data
for this alloy will be used in calculation of the burn factor.
CA 715
The following calculation isperforrned to es~iinate the "burn factor"
of Ferro-TiC Cn-5. The heats of oxidation (~Il%) for 100g of each
constituent material (CU, Ni, w, + C) is calculated initially. From
the percentages of constituents present, a heat of alloy oxidation
is arrived at ~1I~CN-5) for 100g of Ferro-TiC CN-5. The diffusivity
(~) is then calculatea similarly.
~~e ratio of the heat of oxidation and the diffusivity yields the
"burn factor". (6 IIf) •
c(
Pr0perty data for Ferro-TiC CN-5 is given below:
Density: 11.Bg/cm3
Composition:' 45 V/O)HC
S:'.nce the density of Ferro TiC CN-S is 11. Sg/cc the amount of the
constituen( elementsin 100g of the alloy is calculated as follows,
koeping in mind that there is 45 V/O HC. and 55 V/O CA 715.
"3
100g CN-S x em ="S.47cm3 CN-5
11.8g
45 V/O of S.47cm3 = 3.8lcm3 WC












For 40g Cl\. 715 (apprm~. 70% Cu, 30% ~I . )
.' J.
"i, . 70% of 40g = 128 g Cu I
















= 157 .11g lYC I3.81cm x
em3
Therefore in 100g of Ferro-TiC CN-S \ole have tv 40 w/o CA 715 and
60 lv/O I'lC. .
We can nm'-l calculate the heat of oxidation for a 100 gram sample of
the material. To do so \'le start \'lith calculating the amount of eaeh
constituent element in the material:
For 60g IvC
1 mole WC l83.8Sgl·1
156.32g uJ60g x x =
19S.86g mole HC
1 mole t"lC l2.01gC =13.68~5l60g x )C
19S.86g mole 1"IC
If we now calculate the amount of heat evolved in oxidizing 100
grams of the constituents, \'-le will arrive at'the heat of oxidation
of the Ferro-TiC CN-S by multiplying these results by the percent of
constituent present and then adding them.
For complete oxidation of 100g of Cu the amount of heat evolved is
calculated belm'l. Since .the oxidation of Cu-CuO (-37.lKg cal/mole)
evolves more heat than any oxide product of copper, it will be used.
",
!
l.lole -37.1 kg cal
100g Cu x x
63.54gmole
= I-58. 39Kg call
For complete combustion of 100g Ni the oxidation reaction; Ni~rJiO









= I -89. 34Kg cal]
similarly ::or \'1 and C the heat evolved in the following reactions
are used respectively: \'l-7 \'103 (-200. 84I(g cal/mole) and C4 CO2(-94.05~ cal/mole) •
mole N -200.84I<g cal
lOOg f'1 X x' = -109.24Kg cal
l83.85g mole
mole C -94.05Kg cal
100g C x x = -783.l0Kg cal
l2.0lg mole
For IfOg of Ferro-TiC CN-5 the expected heat evolved is calculated:
56.32g H x ---- = -6l.52Kg cal













= -23. 82I~g cal
-117.4lKg cal
i.e. heat of oxidation for Ferro TiC CN-5
I~I1fCN-5 = -117.4lKg cal/lOOg I









x 4.135 x 10-3 =
.07 cal em
see
eX .239 eal em em2
. we= sec sm2 OK = .325--
(14.99g/cm ) (.049 eal/g~ sec
.09 BTU .09 eal'
e = =
Ib of gOK
xG~54C~ 3e = .. 323 lb 454g . 3x = 8.949g/ernin3 lb
K eal em °
c( =- = .07 sec cm2 Ie
E>e (8.949g/em3 ) (.09 cal/gOK)
e = .049 BTU = .049 eal









































2 -:0< 8.G x 10-2 era !
CA 715= __~.ec J
K = 57.8 BTU
------
hr ft ft 2 OF


























I Burn factor = G3l.92 I
i.e. the thermal diffusivity of Ferro TiC CN-5 is:
Io<.CN-5 = 0.193crn2/sec
Th0 burn factor can now be calculated for the alloy.
Since there is 45 V/C WC and 55 V/C 70/30 brass the. thennal
diL:usivity for the alloy is calculated as follows:
• 325cm2
__ Ccmparison of this number with Table II indicates that the Ferro-
'fiC CN-5 has a burn factor in the neighborhood of the bronze alloys
+ pure aluminum as anticipated·arlo should be quite safe in liquid
oxygen. Concurrently, the r.1aterial ,viII pr.ovide excellent "/Car
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NOTE: ANNEAI..EO ANO AGEO. 1..0NGITU;)INAI...
-- '11241 ,1800" + 1325"/8 HR. FC TO 1150".
HOL.D 18 HR. AC.
(2051 SAME AS 1\241
12061 0 1950" +'400F/IO HR. FC TO 12001'".
HOL.O 20 HR. AC:.
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*Monel material will be Ni Strike---.001" Cu Plated
. due to the hydrogen sensitive nature of the material.
---,---------- ._--~_...._.- --'.
, .
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Calculat~d 1I0.,ts of oxitl.ltion and R.,tias af
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193.9 .071 (K, 212F) , (Cp , RT) 2630






















148.1 .033 (1" 3nF) , (C~nT) 4500
lS0.5 .032 5(,50
172.6 .056 3u<:2
167.• 9 .051 (K,lOOOF), (Cp,lOC,Cl') 3~OO
.01.5 (K, 200r; , (C~, 10 CII.·;j··) 3730























• ;131 (l;~ 21:!F) , (C~,3~1')
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5. THERMAL LEAKAGE ANALYSIS
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Vane Pump shown ln circle Tor repres8I1t~t~~n G~ly.
All ~ur~ in compres~iun, in ltakn~e, ir. friction etc ..
'is designated by ~actual .
. ~. ..
A vane pUl..p cc:.n be designed sucessfully for Fu:.1ping cryo::~;::::ic
flui.ds, j.f clearances bet\ieen llioving and stt:.tj.onary conpofle:nts
are r::aintnined as lou as po::;sible. In cryogenic oF~ration,
leakage etffect;s the pur.lp peJ:-fol.-n<lnce aldv~~Eely in "1:....;0 wa.ys:
(a) reduction in the volumetric efficiency, and
(b) possibility of creating a t\-lO phase mixture at the in-
let zone of the p~~p.
T,·:o types of lc~J~nge oec~r in a vane pump: (1) internal,
and {2} cxt0rnaJ.. In in~ernt:.l l~akagc the fluid from the
exi t (or high prescui:c) port :::ide is d~'"ilr:-Gd int:o the inlet
(or lo',! t.,rcG~.:ure) 'Cort side of the plli""np. In external lea}~ac-e
the fluid f1m·:s fro;n the exi 'to (o~ the high pressure) Li';)~t ;idc
to low pressure zones but not to ule inl~t port of the pur.p
itself.
In ~~e Fresent analysis internal leakage has been consid~ree




(d) kidney-co-kidney in ~ort plates, and
(e) pressure plut~ sides;
and e>:tcrnal leakage has been considered 'from kidneys to shaft
spline.
Cle~rance or dead volume also reduces the pm~p perforM~nce.
Figure 1 shoHs the flm·, diagrara for a vane p~~p, and incluc!es
the boost P\1nIP cOr.lponents at the upstrear:t as inlet side.
Analysis
,
Using time nv(!ragc value!:, the flo\~ through the pt1i.'.p nay
be treated ~[: steady-state. 'i'he P~InP i::; sU!:;r:lcrgcd in ~uratea
liqUid. l\.nal~·~is fiho\\'s that the varia1:ion in flui.d 'ter.!per~t;1.1rC
llS it flm"s tln.·ough vllrious pass':lgc~; in SI:1ull enough to pre-
clude nignificnnt heat tran!;f,~r. Hence the flo\\n arc (J~.::;urned
adi~)atic to err or n safer side and obtnin a conservative
,
........
design. Variation in the kinetic and potential energy te~TIS
is in general negligible. The fluid density (particularly
of hydrogen) may vary someHhat. lim·:ever, norr.entlli"':l equations
for incompressible fluids can be used here \'lith an average




where a and b are the inlet and the exit stations of a con-
trol volume, and





p = pressure, N/m2
A = area, M2
Fsx = "shaft" force exerted upon the fluid, Newtons
u = fluid velocity, ft per (sec), m/sec
Energy
Considering adiabatic flo~, and neglecting the kinet~c
and the potential energy terms,
--------------------------------(3'
Nm = "lork input rate, n. m per sec.
J = 778.16 n. m / kcal




S = specific entrop:y, Kcal per Kg. OK
L = entropy production rate, kca1 per sec
\'il~ also have
TdS = dh -" d-EJp __________________________________ (5)
which may be integr.ated to give
\,here
Tab = "Average" of Ta " and Tb
Pab = "Average" of Pa and PI:: = 1 CPa +Pb)~






• •(Wm) = Q (Pb-Pa) -----------------------------------(8)ideal
where
Q = vol\1."l\e flo\.., rate, m3 per sec
..... Internal Lc~a.kaCj.!:.
Since the lcak~ge paths have sm~ll gaps ~nd q,qood design
requires 10\'1 leakag~ flm·.1~, these £10\" can }~G t-1:..CCl.tci as. -l..ci:::ina~.
A detailed ~nalysis of such f1c~ beD\cen parallel rectangula~
plates (with relative illotion between the~) shows that ~e have:
------------------(9)
m. per sec.
in tre direction of _vo ,
where the subscript j is for the leakage p~th j, and
Vo = velocity of the moving plat~,
b = clearance between plates, m.
t = "thickne::>s" of flo\-1 path (at ~i9ht angles to f10\''') I m
1 =. length of flO\.., path, m







= "radius" or "loc.;~tion" of the moving clcmcn.t
nha[t center line, ft_, m.
N I: Rl?H
j from
•._.... __ ...4~_. _
S:Lnce intern'll lerJ~ngc includes only f10",1's fron high pressure
to low pre~sure sic1e of the pump I .....'e also have
\·(here













',c.~.L. Pinj = Pontj
•
if Poutj .> Pinj and Qj > 0
. -
,. .
Thus SO!':\8 1eal:aqe paths may be "active" \,'hi1e 'the othe:::.."s are:
"inactive ll • •
It can also be shO'.."n thClt the \·.'o!:"k transfe:::-red to ·the
fluid by the !!Loving eler.1cnt of t."'1e leCl~:age path j is givE:rl. by
• r 2
, 2'lTll~" .... r1 • ....... ., l..~ ~
L. 60"b3~
ft.lbf/sec -------------(12)
Follo\.ling sUbscripts in Figure 1 (flo..... diagrar.,) I the total
~nternal ~eakage flow rn7 is given by
kg per (sec)
------------------------(13)




Clearance, Dc~d or Carry-around Volune
The flow retur'ning to the inlet zone of the punp due to
clearance volu.11le~.s. IDa •. It cun be sho\·;n that
\-There
s> V 1'7/606 C
." .
kg per (sec) ~-----------------------(15)
Vc = cle~ance volume per revolution,
The clearanc7 vol~~e.fluid ex~ands from PG'. h 6 to.pr,(or p 4)' h fL1 and 1.n so ao~ng trans:Cf3rs "lork to tne ;:,.o'/).:1g
r.tctals of the pump. To err on the su.£er. side, it \dll be




This occurs bct\'.'een the kidneys in the rotor and the
. shaft. .spline. The f10;'1 }";lay be aGsunec1 to have a line source
at the kidney edge (bottom) radius nnd a line sink at the
spline radi.us. The differenc2 bet\,'een these radii is not
very large, and hC11ce the flm\" equation .in this C(lse at zerQ
rotor...s.p.ecd ShQlll.d- r.c~1uce. -to equation.9 Hith .'Jcquai to~ero. TaJ~i.l1g thi~ into account and as!;uming tgc averasre
~angcntialvelocity of the fluid as cquul to ha.1f of the rotor





WiUl kidneys on either side of rotor. In the above equ~tion
Pm = 1 (P6+P11) , 1bm per (cuft)~
r m =
1 (rsp1ine + rk"d - 1 'tkidney)' m~ .~~ ney. 2"
llrJ = 1 (lJ 6+lJ~l) , kg per' (sec) m~
bks= kidney-side clearance, m
The \-lOrJ: transfer to mlJ ",as found to be a negl:°.g i~)lys~al1 quanti toy. Eence fron ec;uc:.tion 3, \·;c have
______________~--------------------------(l8)
~ixinq Zone at Vane Pu~p Inlet
Applying continuity and ~le energy equations, we' have
.. • •lnS = m4 + m7
ilShS = m4 h4 + m7 h 7
\';e also have
Ps = P4 = P7
Junction 5-8-9










The overall efficiency novp is defined by
--.-
novp = '(~1i) ideal
(\~n) actunl
---~--------------------------(25)
at the some fluid £10\-' r~te. Thus fro:n esu~~ic~s 3,7 and 25,
-----••- .•---------------------- (2 G)
where
The volumetric efficiency T1 v of the p1.1il'.p is gj.ven by
~--------~--------------------(27)
.'
''1herc Vd is the displacCl"cnt volum~ in cuit per revolution.











The mter~s can be obtained fron equntions 13, 15 and 17.
substituting for rna equation 15, v:e have
. .
V (E..6. -1) - 60 (m.7 +, mIl) ---------------- (29)~ Ps . P4Vdl~
r
as an al ternCltive to equat.ion· 27'.
With a constant density fluid~ Vc has no effect of "v (which
of course should be the case).
--------- (30 )== Tj
T a
The torque efficiency "t of the punp is defined by
p 4V,,2': ("Q...~a)
;/~NP46s )
using equations 3 and 7. Thus from equations 2G, 29 a~d 30
--------------------------~---------(31)
l'.S usual. Thus if "t is known, "vop can be obtained fron
Tty.
Fluid State at Various Locntions
The stnt~ of the fluid at J1 is co:npletely defined. 1\l~o P6'
nt/N and pump geo~etry are prescribed.
,
. Equation 26 cnn be used to determine h 6 ,T6 , P6 etc.
From equations 3 and 26, we have
.
(D,- -P ,I ).
~_I'--
P4G!;l1VOp ------------------------(32)
to obtain the properties at point 7.
equations 13 and 14.
,
For ra7 and \-;67
UUG
From equations 19 I 20 I 26 and. 32 \:;e get
•
---------------(33)
to obtain the properties at location 5.
From equations 19, 23, 2-1 and 33 \,'e have
+ rhS)
. 1
+ ~~.~~ f ---------(34)
to obtain the properties at location 9.
From equations 26 and 34, we can also write
--------------(35)
From








which can be used as·a check in the calculutio"n of vurious
terms.
The location 10 in Figure 1 ~s'a point at the proxL~ity
of the vane ,·,here the fluid at 9 has undergone an isentropic
and adiabatic acceleration. Thus we have
.
u g = 0 but ulO > 0, and so
•
2





u10 = 2~·R .p m per secI' .-~
-6·0
I\naj = Cam Ring major radius, m
Thus PIO and TlO can be obtained.
In. a pu~p ,o;i l.::h a large nur.:ber of vaneo, it is possible
that ·u le41k~ge path j may actually b8 ~ade up of r.\ore than
one "le~kD.gc chann(~ll/ in series. Calculations \'li th "typical"
cases show that a series combination of two channels can be
considered as a sin91e channel \d th t\·;ice the length and
0·.98 of the thickness of one channel.
Progrc:ms for
liquid n9 well as
After eliminating
have been made to
properties of hydrogen and oxygen (in
the vapor ph~se) wore otitaincd fro~ NASA.
some Grrors from this material, subroutines
obtain the·fluid properties.
Evaluation Procedure
Dimensions of component::; .:l.nd lcakngc paths arc listed.




From a s}:ctch or a drauing zhm'ling vane positions, po=ts,
k~dneYD etc., Pinj and Poutj for each leakage path j is deter-
ml.ned.
Assuming m4 alia mll' Tlv and novn nrc calcul~tQd from
equa.tions 27 and 31. I'J:operties a.·c lociltions 6, 8 and 11
nre obtained from equations 26, 16 and 18 respectively •
•Using equation 17, mll is calculated and checked against
the assuned "value. AssurncCl lall is al tcred until agreement
is obtained •
•AsuUDling h7' m7 and "767 are obtainQQ froIil equations 13
and 14. Using equation 32, h7 is calculated. Iteratio~ is
necessary to mal:e the assuJr,ed h 7 equal to the calculated h7 •
. PropertieD at 5 arc calculated using equation 33. The
Tlv is calculated froe equation 29 and chocked
against the value based on assuncd ~/: and nll. Iteration is
necesssary to obtnin correct m~ resuiting in-the sa~e nv fro~
equations 27 and 29. .
Properties at9 and 10 are evaluated from equa~io~s 34
and 37. Equation 36 is used as a check.
The quality of the fluid is checJ:ed at various loeations.
In a properly designed pmnp, ~1e flUid should be subcooled
at location 10.
In·.the event of a tHO phase floy! through a leakage path,
the flow is ass~ed ho~ogeneous. The density of th~ fluid
is the density of the 171ixt:urei \.;h~reas 1:ho liqt:id visco:5i ty
is used in the flow equations. Choking of a two phas~ flow
tilrough a passage is possible. The problce is cocplicated
by the t\·:o phase fluid and the passage \·,j.tJ.1 rr~ovil1g bm.u".dn.ries.
ChoJ~ing, if'it should occur, lini~s the flm" and u.s a result,
the error caused by not tu.king it into account Hill be on the
safer side.
c.' Conclusion
A computer progr~m of the unalvsis has been.. made. A
.. .."""," , ...
cr.iogcnic pm-:1p mnde ~nd tested .ll-fe\\~~~a-r~;l-Clgo \·jZJ,s u;.ed as
a sample to check the pr.ogram. 'l'he ngrccJ::cnt bet\·:ce:1 the
rneiwu.rcd and the calc;uJ.i\ ted values haH been found to be qui t:c
good. As a renult liquid "2 and 02 vane pumpn may be de-
signed with the help of thi3 progr~m. 'l'he prO~rrill1\ ]'l.l.y also
be u!ied for non-cryogenic operutions such as fuel pumps.
. .
The computer prO~rriU!\ ou·tput c::onsir:tn of the fluid con-
dition (inr:l\1d in<J i tn quality) at all locil tion:.;, the voln-
mct:ric efficiency, iUH] t:hc p\1r;,p c~l.1;~eit:y, an a function of t:hc
inlet condition, delivery pre~~urc, Dpccd, torque efficiency
llnd tho pump g(!omet;ry. The computer printout is Shown in Fig. 5.2.
RGI·Vgn
Fig. 5.2 THERMAL LEAKAGE PROGRAM LISTING
c
SUN 0 S T RAN 0
S.PAN.IJALET





















































C DATA SET ZAOIO AT LEVEL 004 AS OF 11/10/78
C






















READl CRD,20l BVT,8V~8RS,BKS'BCS'LVT,B~HPREAD I ICRO,50l lPINVT IJ)'.J::l ,NVANt:.S), lPOUrVT IJ) ,Jal ,NVA"4ES)
WRITEIIPRT,12l TITLE
FORMATl20A4)


















IF lNAMGAS.Eu.l1 GO TO 1
IFlNAMGAS.EQ.21 GO TO 2
CALL 02RCM=.4325
wRITEIIPRT,~)




E"0- IF SOME VALUE OF B SH6ULD BE ZERO THE PHOGRAM WILL MAKE IT
C NON-lERO AND SET THE €ORRESPONDING T VALUES EQUAL TO ZERO.
C THIS wILL AVOID MEANI~GLESS QUOT AND WDur EQUATIONS.

































































THE NUMBERING SCHEME paR VARIABLES WITH SUBSCRIPT J IS AS fOLLOWS 0000113~34VS=VANE SIDE RS=ROTOR SlUE KS=KIDNEY SIDE VT.VANE TIP
NVANES=NUM~ER Of VANES.MAX. NUM~ER Of VANES IS 20 001 5NROTOR=NUMBER OF ~OTO~ SID~ LEAKAGE MA~ IS 10 - - -00136NKIO=NUMBER OF KIDNEY SIDE LEAKAGE PATHS MAX'IS 10 00 37
J·l,2,3, ••••• NVANES ~OR vT - 00138
J.21'22, •••••• 120.NVA~ESI fOR VS SIOEI 00139
J.41 '42, •••••• (40.NVANESl FOR V~ SIDE2 00140 .J=6 ,62,.... e60.NROTOR FOR ROTOR SlOtS 00141
J.7 ,72, •••••• 170.NKIOI FOR KIDNEY SIDE 00142
J.81'82, •••••• ISO.NCAMI fOR ~AM SIDE . 88f:l
DO 100 J=I,NVANES 00145





SUN 0 S T RAN 0
S.PAN.VALET
'~J:g·A ._.-IFIBR~!NE.CO.OII GO TO 42BRs"O. -
. I~~B~~INE.CO.O» GO TO 45
BKS"O. -


















~ •••SET VALUE Of J fOR VARIABLES














































































































COR P 0 RAT ION






CALL CBI4,PROPSIZI,S4rCALL CBI5.P~OPS(3),H4tCALL CBI6,P~OPS(7),AMU4)


































































































































































IfIVP6) GO TO 215CALL CBI3,D.RH061CALL CBC4,P~OPS(2),S6r
GO TO 216
CALL VAPRl1,XVAL6,S6,~6,RH06,VOI06)
NP-7CALT fLUIOLCPROPS,NP,ERROR)CON INUECALL CBI6,PROPS(7),XMU6)
T6aT6NEW






IfIVAPOR) GO TO 690
CALL CBI3,D,RH08)








1 32.174·IP6-P411-IRH068·IIPI·R~M/60.0) ••2)·LM·RM»XMOOT=IXM11*NKIO)/4.0 . . .
TI~~~~gl~A~~~Y~IMDOT)-TOLR)235t235'230-COUNT=ICOUNt+1 .-
fIICOUNT.GT.100) GO TO 240
IfIXMDOT-MDOT11)242t2~2t24J






















{5 UNO 5 T RAN 0 COR P 0 R A T ION V!R 09/06179 P4GE
( S.PAN.VALET 10.0 09.49.59 5
C··· INITIALIZE FOR I TERA T! ON ON T7 00302~35 CONT~NUE 00303
1
00304
TOLE slOOs 00305 ]H~=H6- 0.0 . 00306H =H6+ 0.0 003!}7C 250 JCOUNT=1 00308CONTINUE 00309310 H1sIH~+HRl/2.0 00310J CALL MI2,P7,P1M) 00311(' CALL CMI5,Hl,H1M) 00312 .-\PR2pS~3)=H7M 00313
NP 9P =~ . 00314EN HY= 003 5
t C~L~ FLUIOJT7M'P7M'D'PROPS'NPROPS'~NTRY'VP7'ERROR) 00316I I RROR.N .0) WRITEIIPRT,555)ERRO . 00311
CALL CBll,T7M,T1) 00318~FIVP7) gO'TO 8000 00319
~ ALL CBI ,D,RH01l 00320CALL CBC4,P~OPSC21,S1r 00321
X7.PROPS(7) 00322360 CONTINUE 00323









IC UNT=JCOUNT+l - 00331
t fIJCOUNT.GEj~001 GO TO 100 0033~FIH7NEW-H7) 0, 20,330 0033
320 CONT,NUE 00334HR=H 00335
GO TO 310 00336
l 330 CONT;NUE 00337
HbsH 00338G TO 250 00339
t 8000 CONTINU~ 00340CALL VA Rll,XVAL1,S7,~7,RH07,vOI01) 00341NP.7 . 00342
CALL FLUIDLIPROPS,NP,ERROR) 00343
L
X7:PROPS <71 00344GO TO 360 00345700 WRITE I~PRT' 72) JCOUNT 00346400 Hl=H7N W . 00341
t.
C END I ERATION H7 00348
C 00349
C CALCULATION ~F PROPERTIES AT 5 00350CALL CM( ,P5,PSM) 0035~HS=H~+IIIH6-H4)OMDOT7.WIN67/178.16)/IMDOT4+MOOT1» 0035




t CA1~ FLUIDITEMp,PSM,~PROPS.NPROPS,ENTRT,VAPOR,ERRORl 00357
~f RRORrNE.O) wRITEIIPRT,555)E~ROR 00358
ALL CBI ,TEMP,T5) , 00359
tfIVAPOR) GO TO 2000 003&0
t- ALL CBI3,D,RH05) 003&1 ,
CALf C~~4'PROPS(2)'S5r 0036~GO 0 0 0036







l,oN=OcoN++ 80:370 ._",IIC N .G .501 WRITEIIPRT,72) ICON 037~TAV2=1-~IVOLC/VOrD)OCRH06/RH05-1»-IIMDOT1.60,0+MDOTII060.0)/ 0037
l 1 IRH04 VOLOORPM . . 00313
IffA8SI~TAV~-ITAV~)-T~LER)411'4!1'401 0037440~ f yTAV -ETAV )40 ,40 ,403 . 00315
{ 40 CON INUE . 00316XM4R=MDOT4 00377
GO TO 220 00318































































COR P 0 RAT ION
c
40S





8 END ITERATION ON MDOT4
~11 CONTINUECALL MAGQIQSIN,WIN61,fl
g~=6~~~88T~:::2A~~1/1~~g484
GPM1 z lMD T1 0448.83 IR~ 4
GPM8=IHOOT80448,831/R~04
~~MI+f(1~29r~!~r~~t2~i~~~~1'ETAovP'MU68'MU
WR TEIIPRT.62001 MOOT.,GPM.MDOT6,GPH6.MDOT1.GPM1,1 HDOT8,GPH8,HDOTll,GPMll
WRITElIPRT,651 P4.T4.RH04,H4.S4WR TEIIPRT,2601 PT6,P~6.PH6,PS6
IFcVP6) wRITECIPRT960021 XVAL6.VOID6WRITE IIPRT,661 P6,T&,RH06.H6.S6,T6SAT
IFCVP1! WRITEIIPRT,6120) VP1,~VAL1,VOID'WRITEc PRT,01) P7,T1,RH07,H7,S7
IFIVAP R) WRITEIIPRT.61301 VAPOR
IF VAPOR I WRITElIPRT,60021 XVAL' VOIDS
WRITE (IPRT,681 P5,TS.RH05,H5,S~
IFlVP81 WRITECIPRTt60081 XVAL8,VOID8WRITE(IPRT,~180) P8,T8,RH08,H8,S8
TESTz1440MDOT40IP6-P4~/IRH046°WIN671
IF(TESTtLE.ETAOVPI WRITEIIPRT,711
WRITEllPRT.6701 TEST.ETAOVP~70 FORMATI/,2X"TEST= ',EI2.5,5X.~ETA-OVP .. I,EI2.5)






IFCERROR1NE;01 WRITEIIPRT,555IERRORCALL CB( ,TEHP,T91
IFCVAPORI GO TO 2050








CALL CBI ~TEMP;TSATIWRITE cIPIH,69 P9,T9.RH09,H9,S9,!SAT ._ -.
C
C INITIALIZE TO ITERATE eN PI0























































5 UNO S T RAN 0 COR P 0 RAT ION VER 09/06/7"
S.PAN.VALET 10.0 09.49.5?
IFCERRORrNE.O) WRITEC!PRT.555)ERROR 00456
CALL CBI .TM.TIO) 00457
IF IVAPOR) GO TO 9000 00458
CA~L CBI3.0.RH010) 00459
H10M=PROPSI3) 00460








GO TO 40S 80469
plOL=PlO 0410·~4
GO TO 405 0041~CONTINUE 0041
CALL VAP~12.XVAL.SIO.~10NEW.RHOI0.VOIOIU) 0047
GO TO 9010 '. 00414
WRITEIIPRT.72) JCOUNT 0041S
CONTINUE . 8844176WRITEIIPRT.6150) VAPO~.HIONEW 1
IFCVAPOR) WRITEIIPRT,e002) XVAL,VOID10 00418
NP=3 00479
ENTRY=2 00480
CA~L FLUIDCTEMP,P10~'~CM'PROPS.NP'ENTRY'VAPOR'ERROR) 00481CALL CBI ,TEMP,nOSAl)' - 00482
WRITECIPRT,680) PIO,TfO,RH010,HIO,SlO.T10SAT 00483GO TO 910 - - . 00484
WRITECIPRT,75) 00485









1 = ',rlO.6'lX,'FT',I,~X"VANE wIOTH='.FIO 6.2X.tFT',SX,'YANE HEIGH00497
2T=',F10.6,2X,'FT',5X,.YANE THICKN~SS.',~1~.6,2X"fT',5X"TROT=', 00498
3FIO.6.2X.'FT'./1 . . - 00499
FORMATI8F10;41 00500FORMATC/,T~"NUMBEROF VANES .',I3,T45f'NUMBER OF ROTOR SIDE LEAKA08501
IGE PATHS ='.I3.T90.'NUMBER OF KIDNEY SIDE LEAKAGE PATHS ='.13.I.T50 S02
2,'NUMBER or PRES PLATE LEAKAGE PATHS ='.I3,T45.'RMAJ .'.E12.5,IX. 00503
3'FT',T90,'RMIN =,.E12t5,lX,'FT',I,T5t'VANE WIDTH =',E1Z.5'lx,'FT',00504
4T4S,'YANE HEIGHT .'.EI2.S,lX, rT',T90.'VANE TH CKNESS .',E 2.5,lX.00sos
5'FT'./!T5"~OTOR RADIUS ·',EI2~~,lX,'fT',T45"ROTOR _10TH :'IEI2.5885066.1X,'FT',T90,'TORQUE EfF IETA-T) :',E12.S.I,T5.'THETA-C .'.E 2.5. 501
7T4S.'OUTER SPLINE RADIUS =',E12.5,lX.'Fl,.T90.'RPM .'tE12.5) 00508
FORMATIII,5x,'SPLINE ~EA~AGE UATA',115X,'MDOTll ~~AKA~E CLEARANCE 88509
1:',E12 5.1X.'FT,.T60,iMDOTll LEA~AGE LENGTH .',El~.5,lX"FT'/5X. 510
2'RADIUS OF ~IDNEY LOCATION =,.E12.S.1x"FT,.T~O,'~AOIUS TO KIDNEY 00511
3EDGE =, ,EI2.5, IX, 'FT' to -. - 00512
FORMATC/.SX,'PRESSURE P4 = ',flO.4" PSIAt,SX,'TEMPERATURE T~ ='. 005 3
lFlO.4" DEG. R'.5X,'DENSITY RH04 = ',Flu.4.' LBM/~T·*J'.I,SX"E~TH00514
2ALPY H4 .',FIO.4,' 8TU/L~M,,5X"ENTROPYS4 = ',FIO.4.' BTU/LBM-R')00515
FORMATI/,5X"PRESSURE p6 = "FIO.4,'PSIA'.5X,tTEM~ERATURE T6 .', 00516
IFIO.4,' DEG. R',5X,'DENSITY RHOO=-'tF10.4,' LBM/FTo.3,.ltSx.'ENTHA88511"2LPy H~ • ',FIO.4.' BTU/LBM,,5X.'ENT~OPY S~ = ',flO.4,' BrU/LBM-~', 5 8
35X.'T6SAT :-',FIO.4) - - - " 00519
FORMATI/,5X.'PRESSURE P1 = f,FIO.4.' PSIAf.5X,'TEMPERATURE T1 .', 00520
IFIO.4.' DEG. R',5x.'OENSITY RH07 = ',F1U.4,' LBM/FTo·J'.I,SX,'ENTH00521
2ALPY H7 .',FIO.4.' 8TU/L8M',5X,'ENTROPY S7 ; ',FIO.4,' BTU/LBM-R')00S22
FORMATI/.5x,'PRESSURE PS : ',FIO.4" PSIA,,5Xi'TEAPtRATURE T5 .'i 00523
IFIO.4.' DEG1 R'.5X,'DENSITY RHO~ ~ ',FI01 4,' LBM/~To*3"I,SX"ENTH005242ALPY HS =',rlO.4,' BTU/LBM',5X,'ENTROPY ~7 = ',FIO.4" BTU/LBM-R')00525
FORMATI/,5X,'PRESSURE p9 • "FIO.4,' PSIA1,5X,'TEMPERATURE T9 =', 00526
IFIO.4" DEG. R',SX,'DENSITY RH09 = ,.Flo.4.' LBM/FT··J'.I,SX.'ENTH00527
2ALPY H9 .',FIO.4,' BTU/LBM',5x,'ENTROPY S9 = ',flO.4.' BTU/LBM-R,.00528
3/,SX.'SATURATION TE~PERATURE T9-· ',FI0.4,2x,'OEG-R'1 005~9
FORMATI/,5X"SOLUTION FAILED TO CONVERGt IN ',13,' TRIES') 00530
FORMATISX"o••oERRORo.o',11,5X.'FAILED TO CONVERGE IN 50 TRIES') 00531













VAL (1 I =1.8
VAL(Z)=t·I.0068948 .VA~(JI= .10;0160lVALI41: ./~.186 "
VAL(S)=1·lz.326 '.'





:~UBROUTINE FOR TWO PHASE FLurb
CALCULATES MASS FRACTION XVAL AND VOLUHE
SUN 0 S T RAN 0 COR P 0 RAT ION VER 09/06/79
S.PAN.VALET 10.0 09.49.59
500 IFORMAr~~r~:~:~X:;~~~A~I'~~::gg2'~;I'ij~4~~~:~p~lX;:i~~X:~~~~::ffo:~;=ggg5~
2 2X"PSIA',SX,'P9=f,~ 0.4,2X,tPS A',~X"MDOT4.','10.~,2x,ILBM/SEC0053S3 ',SX, IRPM.' ,F10.4,/) - . . - - . 00536
FORMAT(II,5X,IPSUEDO VALUES OF T6, RHOO, H6,S6 I 1,8EIZ.5) 00537
FORMAT(/,SX,'ETA-T ='.FIO.4,SX,'THETA-C sl,F9.4,5x,IROSPLN=',FIO. 00538
l6tZXt
'
FT,,5X,'LKS =',F10.S.ZX,'FT',1,5X,ITKS =',fl0.5tZX,'FT',5X. 00539
2 'TCS _, tFlO.S,2X. fFT' ,SX, 'RCS-a' ,Flu.S,lX,'FT') 00540
FORHAT(1X,'ERROR = 'tllO) . . -. - 00541
FORHAT(/1t5Xt'VAPOR REGION ENTRY.', lZ) .. .. . 00542
FORMAT(/,SX,'PRESSURE P 0= ItF10!4.' PS1Al.SXt'TEMPERATURE T10=', 00543
lFI0.4,1 DEG. R',5X,IDEN ITY ~HOlu- 'tF10 4t' LBM/FT oo3',I.SX.IENTH00544
2ALPY HIO=',FIO~4tl BTU/Le~,.sx.'ENTRvPY 510= ',F10.4" BTU/LBM-R"0054S
J/,SX"SATURATIuN TEMPERATURE T10- ',FIO.4i2X"O~G-R') 00546
FORMAT(/,2X,'XVAL = '~FIO.4,SXi'VOID = ,.flO~41 00547
FORMAT(/,SX,'MDOT7 • '.E10 4,~Xt'MDOT8'= ',~10.4) 00548
FORHATCTS,'VOL-C =',Elo.4.Ix.'FToo3,.T4S.'vOt-o ='.E10.4. 00549
1 lX"FTo03'tT90"VA~E THROW =',~10.4,lX"FT~,/)·· 00550
FORMAT(/,IX,'VAP = T CALC F~A P8 AND H8',SXt'XVALa =',FIO.4,~X,005Sl
1 'VOID -'tf10.4t - 00552
FORMAT(/.ZAt'VAp ='.L2.lX,'CALC fROM P7 AND H7', SX,'XVAL =00553
I '.FIO.4.SX,'VOID = 'iF10.41 . "- 00554fORMAT I/.2X.'VAP ="L .2x,'CALC fR8M PS AND HS') 00555'FORMAT I.ZXt'VAP =',L .ZX,'CALC FR M P9 AND H9') 00556FORMAT 1.2X,'VAP ="L .lX.'CALC fROM Slu - 59 AND PI0'.SX, 005571 'HI0NEW = ',F12.41··· 00558
FORMAT(/,5Xt'PRESSURE P8 = ',F10.4,' PSIAl,SX,ITEMPERATURE T8 =', 00559





1-',EIO.4,1,~X"TOTALEFfICIENCY .'tEIO.4./lt5X,'M068 .',EI2.5,5X, 00568
2'MU67 -',E12.5,/) - . - . 00569
CONTINUE . 00570




00575CONVERT TO METRIC UNITS 00576
N.l fOR TEMP, N=~ FOR PRES N=3 FOR DENSITY 00577
N-4 FOR ENTROPY N=S fO~ ENTHALPY N=O FOR VISCOSITY 00578
. 00S79
DIMENSION VA~CIO) 00580





OUTcVALIN)-8IN 00587RETURN . 00588
END 00589SUBROUTINE CB IN,CIN,BOUT) . --_... 00590
00591
CONVERT TO BRITISH E~G. UNITS 00592































































REAL MU,L,MQDOT,MALPH~ - 00632
DIMENSION WDOTlZZO),M.LPHAI200~ 00633
DIMENSION A~PHAI2001 ,~DOTlZOO)~MQDOTI200) 00634COMMON L1Z001 ,81200 ,T 1200) .R 11:::00) .PIN 1~00) ,POUT 12001 ,P4,P6,PI, - 00635
1 ~PM,MU.NVANES,NROTOR.NKID.NCAM 00636
lPRT-3 . - 00637F(IF~AG.EQ.l1 WRITElIPRT,80) 00638wt~~7=a~0 g~~~9i
00 50 1-1.90 . 0064
J~JJJ:8~:~l·I-~~2D!II';[i~Y~~~~~~.~8)r?A8 TO 10 88~~
tFllt.GE.41 .AND. I.l .INVANES.40)1) GO TO 10 00644
1F111.GE.611.AND.ll.l .INROTOR*60») GO TO 10 00645F( .GE.711.AND.1 .lE.lNKID+70l» GO TO 10 00646IF(1 .GE.811.ANO.1 .lE.INCAM+80») GO TO 10 " 00647
GO TO50' 00648
J-I 00649QDOTlJl-lPI.RPM.RIJI·SIJ).TIJ»/60.+1144••BIJ)··3·TIJI·(PINIJl- 006501 POOTIJ».13Z.l74»/1l2.o"'U.LlJ)) - ~ ------.-.- ----00651--·----
IFllPINlJ).EQ.P6).ANDolPOUTlJlo~QoP4)IALPHAlJ)=1.0 00652
IF(IPINIJI.EQ.P6).ANO.IPOUTIJ .EQ.P6» ALPHAIJ)=O;O 00653
1~11~1~ljl:~8:~~I:~~8:1~8~fljl:~~:~~~~A~b~~a6d+i3r~GToOo»ALPHAtJ)88~5~
lIFli~i2IJ)oEQ.P4).ANO.lPOUTlJ).EQ.P6).ANO.lQOOT(J).LT.0.»ALPHA(Jlg8~~~1 =-1.0 . . 00658MQDOTlJ)=ALPHAIJ)oQOOTIJl - .. - . . . - - - .-- -- 00659QSIN=QSIN+MUDOT I.}) 00660
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6. VANE STAGE DESIGN

VANE PUMP DESIGN
6.1 GENERAL MECHANICAL FEATURES
A vane pump generally consists of a rotor, shaft, vanes, a liner, 2 port
plates, bearings and housing. Pumping is accomplished both by the undervane
and the overvane swept volume pumping action.
The rotor can either be keyed to the shaft or driven by splines.
The vanes are rounded at both ends with a tip radius less than
the minimum radius of curvature of the liner cam profile.
A cam profile is machined on to the liner or cam ring.
Flow paths for undervane kidneys, main inlet and discharge
ports are on the port plates.
Bearings are placed as close to the rotor as possible in
order to minimize the amplitude of shaft whirl at critical
speeds. Tighter clearances can be held if the displacement
amplitude is small.
Housings have a thermal expansion coefficient similar to
that of the liner in order to reduce the sealing problem.
Same thing holds for the shaft and rotor for limiting the
leakage and stress.
6.2 SIZING
The total displacement of the vane pump is calculated by the following
equati on;
Displacement = 2 JrL (R2 - r2)
where L = width of the vane
R =major radius of the cam ring
r =minor radius of the cam ring
The value of R is limited by the maximum allowable surface rubbing speed
of the vane tips. In the case of LH', this is 14.3 m/sec , LOX, it is
6.1 m/sec. The other dimensions of ~he pump are governed by such aspect
ratios as rotor length/diameter, vane height/width, max. vane throw/height.
The allowable ranges of these ratios are based on the previous experience
in vane fuel pump design (Fig. 6.2.2). The basic information of the vane
pump designed is shown in Fig. 6.2.3.
The cam contour is generated by two computer programs - 7th degree Poly-
nomial and Trapezoidal. The acceleration curve of the Trapezoidal design
consists of a constant and a sinusoidal acceleration curve. Both the 7th
degree polynomial and the trapezoidal can be matched with a dwell depending
on the circumstances. A trade-off between the two profiles was made and
the 7th degree polynomial was chosen. The cam profile is selected on the
basis of low IIjerk*lI, minimum and maximum radial accelerations of the cam.
*jerk - rate of change of acceleration ( m./sec3)
6.3
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Generally we try to hold the jerk below 107m /sec3, maximum acceleration,
no higher than 16764 m /sec2 and minimum acceleration no lower than 6705 m
/sec2 (at 15000 rpm). A smooth contour will give a low jerk value.
The minimum acceleration determines the lowest limit that a vane can ramain
in contact with the liner. The maximum acceleration dictates the boundary
where wear and stress failure may occur.
The original design goals for the LH2 pump set the operating speed at12,000 rpm, and L02 pump at 4,000 rpm. As a result of the restrictionslisted above, the optimum speed for LH2 has to be 8000 rpm. If the same
cam profile is to be used for L02' the width of the pump has to be reduc-
ed to obtain the target displacement per minute, but this will place the
design outside the conservative design limit set by the aspect ratios, and at
4000 RPM the rubbing speed will be at the boundary value of 6.1 m/sec.
The operating speed of L02 Pump is then chosen to be at 3000 rpm to avoldthese problems. Plots for the displacement. velocity, acceleration, jerk
and the cam contour are shown in Figurs 6.2.4 to 6.2.8. The computer print
out is shown in Fig. 6.2.9.
The next step in evaluating the cam design is to study the vane dynamics.
A computer program is available for this purpose. The program takes
into consideration:-
the pressure forces on the vane,
- centrifugal force on vane,
- centrifugal force on the undervane fluid,
- friction force in the vane guide slot due to the Coriolis
component of acceleration,
- the friction force in the vane guide slot due to the tip
friction load on the vane,
- the friction force in the vane guide slot due to pressure side
load,
and calculates the vane/liner reaction force. This vane/liner reaction
force is used to evaluate the cam design. A zero or very small value dictates
that the vane may leave the cam surface at that location. The maximum
~ .. value of the force is used to calculate the Hertz contact
stress between the vane and the liner. For fuel pum~s, ~ood experience
falls below8.27xl08N/m2. Our design is onlyl.79xlOo ~/mL for the LH2 Pump.
A plot showing the magnitude of forces listed above through a complete rise &
fall cycle is shown in Fig. 6.2.10.
LEAKAGE AND CARRYOVER VOLUME
The performance of a vane pump is greatly dependent on its volumetric
efficiency which in turn is affected by the following factors:
I. Leakages through the clearances at
A. Vane Tips (minimized by hydraulic force balance and centrifugal
force on vanes).
B. Vane Sides (controlled by clearance between vane and port plate).
C. Rotor Side (controlled by clearances between rotor and port plates).
D. High pressure undervane kidney slot leakage (controlled by rotor/
port plate clearance).
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1. To inlet kidney slot.
2. To the center of the pump into sp1i ne area.
E. Cl earance between vane slot and vane
The leakage paths are shown in Figure 6.3.1.
II. Carryover volume
A. At the bottom of vane slot when the vane is at its minimum rise.
B. Between the rotor 0.0. and liner minor radius.
Some designs have a circular cross-hole at the bottom of the slot, but in
this design, since the fuel is going to be contamination free, the cross-
hole is eliminated to provide a minimum carryover volume.
When the fluid is incompressible, carryover volume at the cross-hole is in-
significant, but it has a very adverse effect on the volumetric efficiency
when the fluid is as compressible as LH2.
In order to reduce the leakage, 16 vanes are used so there will always be
at least 2 vanes sealing the low pressure side from the high pressure side.
In other words, at any instant, the leakages across the vane tip have to
leak around two obstacles before they can see low pressure. The leakages
controlled by the liner/port plate interface are minimized by a liner
pressure plate. This approach is to spring load the plate against the pump
liner. The critical operating temperature and operating clearances are
selected. This allows the pump to be basically designed to have zero
clearance between the rotor/port plate interface and the port plate/liner
interface at a pre-selected condition. When the rotor width is less than
the liner width caused by thermal, manufacturing or design constraints a
clearance exists between the rotor and port plate. As the rotor increases
in width from operational or thermal considerations, the rotor clearance
with the port plate decreases until rubbing contact and zero clearance is
achieved. Should the rotor continue to expand during operation, it will lift
the pressure plate off of the liner interface at a pre-determined load
consistent with the pump speed, differential pressure, material bearing
compatibility and other design considerations. This design thus allows a
very close fixed clearance operating condition.
6.4 VANE STAGE PERFORMANCE PREDICTION &BOOST STAGE MATCHING
The major leakage of the vane pump is contributed by the undervane discharge
kidney to the shaft key area. This leakage decreases as the length of the
leakage path increases. This dimension is restricted by the rotor diameter
and the height of the vane. All the parameters involved have to weigh against
one another with the aid of the cam contour, vane dynamics and thermal l~akage
program. Using the thermal leakage program, plots of volume flow rate (0),
volumetric efficiency (Nv)' amount of subcoo1ing from saturation temperature~ T) at the vane pump entry point vs. inlet pressure (P4) were generated
over a range of side clearances for the purpose of optimlzing the desiqn.
This was done on both fluids (Figure 6.4.1 to 6.4.6). These plots are the tools
with which the operating point, performance and inlet pressure requirement
are determined. The procedure for selecting the operating condition is as
follows:
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Firs4 the amount of subcooling desired to enter the vane stage was
estimated. From Fig. 6.4.3 (LlT vs. P in) clearances and inlet pressure
were found and plotted on the flow vs. ~nlet pressure curve Figure 7,
and also plotted on the efficiency curve Figure6.4.l. With the desired
flow rate known, the clearance and inlet pressure were fixed. These
parameters were used to obtain the volumetric efficiency of the pump.
For liquid hydrogen, an inlet pressure of 75838 to 89627 n/m2 is sufficient to
enable the vane pump to operate with a low percentage of vapor in the leakage
path and with all liquid at the entry point of the vane pump. A two-stage
boost pump is required to achieve this pressure rise. At this design point
the LH 2 pump will operate with a wide margin of subcooling while maintaining
a reasOnable volumetric efficiency. For LH2 fluid, it is possible to
tolerate a small percentage of vapor in the system without creating major
problems. This avoids using a higher number of boost stages and sacrificing
volumetric effieiency. With a single bOOS~ stage using the same impeller
at 3000 rpm, a pressure rise of 782733 nlm will be generated for LOX. This
will provide 100% liquid throughout the entire pump package. This design
feature is important because only oxygen in vapor phase can support com-
bustion. Without O2 vapor in the system, no fire can occur unless thereis a sudden localized temperature rise occuring somewhere along the rubbing
surface and the liquid gains enough energy to flash into vapor to support
ignition.
6.5 PORT TIMING
The main inlet and discharge ports on the cam ring are situated at the middle
of the cam rise and fall. In order to improve sealing, a 450 arc is left
between the inlet and discharge main ports. This configuration insures two
vanes sealing at any instant. The undervane kidneys on the port plates
perform two functions:
1. They provide flow passages for the undervane inlet and discharge.
2. They pressurize the vane from underneath. This reduces leakage
across the vane tips.
Where the over-vane pressure is low, the undervane pressure is designed to be
low. This keeps the contact stress between the vane tip and the liner to a
low value. The extend of the discharge undervane kidney is designed so that
the vane sees high pressure underneath 10 before it sees high pressure over-
vane, and the high undervane pressure is also maintained until the vane is
10 past the end of the high pressure zone. This assures good sealing between
vane tip and liner.
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Fig. 6.2,1 (8) Stage'Cam Profile Design - English Units
r-
VANE EXPERIENCE LH2/L02 PUMP #19A&6
Max. Rubbing Velocity LH2 47, 14.3 40.7, 12.4(ft/sec), (m/sec)
LOX 20, 6.1 15. 1, 4.6
Max. Total Radial Vane Acceleration
(ft/sec2), (m/sec2) 200,000, 60,960 LH2 42,459, 12941
LOX 5,968, 1819
Max/Mean Total Vane Acceleration 1.5 Max 1.3
Min/Mean Total Vane Acceleration .45 Min .69
Width/Throw 7.5 - 15 15.4
Vane Height/Width .2 - .5 .26
Max Vane Throw/Height .33 .25
ROTOR
L/D .35 - .9 .74
Throw/D Maj.
.015 - .06 .043
ThrowLn-....Rot .04 - .07 .048
Width/Height 2.25 - 3.75 4.0
Minor Ext/
In Rotor .015 - .065 .026
Major Ext!
In Rotor .30 - .65 .38
Fig. 6.2.2 Vane Stage Design Constraints &Aspect Ratios







Rotor Radiu::l, in. .523 1.33 em .523
Cam Hajor' Radius, in. .578 1. 47 em .578
Cam IUnor Radius, in. .528 1.34 em .528 .-..-
Shaft Radius, in. .160 0.41 em .160
Rotor Hidth, in. .771 1. 96 em .7'(1
'l'l'lrOi'l, in. .050 0.127 em .050
Vane Heir;ht, in. .200 0.51 em .200




Vane. Crm'1!1 ~adius, in. .040 0.10 em .0110
INumber of Vanes .16 16Speed, RPH 8000 3000
1·1ax. Tip Speed, FPS 40.4 15.1
,
12.31m/see 4.6m/see. II
Rotor Side Clearz:;c~, in. .0003 0.00076 em .0005 .00127 em IInlet Pressure, psia 27.7 190975N/m2 26. '( 184080N/m2 -
Flm'l, GP~'! 7.80 29.51/min 2.67 10.11/min j.:.
Uv ' ,; 82.2 75.8
i.
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Fig. 6.2.5 cam Contour Design - Cam Radial Velocity YS. Angular Rotation
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Fig. 6.3.1 Leakage Paths in Vane Stage
6
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Fig. 6.4.1 VANE: STMtE pcR.p0I?MANC.c (LH 2 ) -
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7. BOOST STAGE DESIGN
----------------- ---- -
FLUID DYNAMIC DESIGN OF THE TWO-STAGE LIQUID HYDROGEN CENTRIFUGAL PUMP
7.1 Design Specification
The fluid dynamic design of the two-stage centrifugal pump for boiling







7.5 gpm (28.39 l/min)
8000 rpm
13.0 psi (89.627 N/M2)
37.0 deg R (20.2 OK)
0.35 to .040
In the above specification, the pump pressure rise is equally divided
between the two stages, and the hydrogen at 37 deg R is saturated
liquid with 10 percent vapor (by volume) upstream from the pump inlet.
The pump efficiency includes recirculation and disk friction losses. The
density of the liquid hydrogen has been assumed constant at 4.404 1b/ft3
(692 N/m3) so that the stage head H becomes
H = 14p P = 212.5 ft. = 64.77 m2fj.
For the above design specifi~ation values, the stage specific speed
Ns becomes k
= N (rpm~ Q (gpm) 2 = 393.6Ns Heft 3/4
-13 k
N = W{sec ) ~ eft /sec)2 _s geft/sec2 Heft) 3/4 - 1.116
This low value for Ns is responsible for the relatively small specified
values of pump ifficiency, and has been a major factor determining the
final pump geometry, particularly the relatively large impeller diameters
and the highly backward curved impeller blades.
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For the above low value of specific speed, friction losses are a
dominant factor affecting pump efficiency, both internally and in term:
of disk friction. Fortunately, the kinematic viscosity of liquid
hydrogen at'20.2 K is about 2.03xlO -7 m2/sec (reference 1),
compared with about 9.29xlO -7 m2/sec for water at 23.90C Thus,
for comparable velocities and sizes of pump, the Reynolds number is
five times larger for liquid hydrogen than for water. This difference
in Reynolds number ameliorates the adverse effects of friction at low
specific speeds and permits, for example, larger impeller tip diameters
and larger lid ratios for the channel between impeller blades than







A second problem area having a major impact on the pump geometry
is the 10 percent vapor (by volume) upstream from the pump inlet.
Normal design procedure at low NPSH calls for a separate axial-flow
inducer to increase the impeller inlet head so that the suction specific
speed of the impeller is reduced below about 7500. For this liquid
hydrogen pump with 10 percent vapor at inlet, sufficient inducer head
must be developed to: (1) condense the vapor, and (2) raise the impeller
NPSH. Here the head required to co~dense the vapor was three times
larger than that required to raise the NPSH. To achieve the inducer
head required under the above conditions, it was necessary to use a
mixed-flow inducer geometry.
Dynamic Head at Impeller Discharge
The third problem area having a major impact on the pumpi geometry is the
high absolute velocity (kinetic energy) of the liquid hydrogen at the
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impeller discharge. This high absolute velocity tr occurs in spite
of highly backward curved blades (large t?), because the relative
velocities ~in the impeller have been kept low to minimize internal
friction losses. Thus,
It is clear that special care must be taken to convert this kinetic
energy to static pressure rise, and so the diffuser design consists
in a multiplicity of~timum conical diffusers.
7.3 Boost Stage Design
7.3.1 First stage inducer- The inducer inlet area was sized conservatively to
handle the liquid hydrogen plus twice the 10 percent volume occupied by
the vapor. For a hub-tip radius ratio~Hof 0.5, and an inlet relative
flow angle 81,r at the leading-edge tip of 86.00 degs, simple continuity
gives
-( H = 0.5
~ I,T = 86.00 degs
..,.... I,T = 0.6307 ins = 1.6 cm
--r I,H = 0.3154 ins. = .8 cm
The blade angle BI: T at the leading edge tip was set at 82.92 degs,
thus providing an incidence angle ,t..I,T of 3.08 degs' to accomodate
the vapor cavity, which is attached to the leading edge and lies along
the suction surface, and to accomodate to a much lesser degree the
blade blockage of the relatively sharp leading edges. Thus,
is I:T = 82.92 degs




The leading-edge profile has a 5-deg wedge angle, with all material
removed from the suction surface, and a nominal nose radius of .0025 cm
ins; otherwise, the inducer blades have a constant thickness of .51
cm along the shroud and _.076 cm along the hub.
The inducer head required to condense the 10 percent vapor (by volume)
was estimated from the velocity head required to generate 10 percent
vapor when generated from saturated liquid hydrogen at static
conditions, as given in reference 2. This head HI ,l is 4.83 m
The additional inducer head HI ,2, required to obtain a suction specific
speed of 6000 for the first-stage impeller, is 1.71 m Thus, the
required inducer head HI becomes
HI =HI,l + HI ,2 =15.87 + 5.62 = 21.49 ft. = 6.55m
A design value of 25 feet was used, and it was assumed that the hydraulic
efficiency 7l1,HYD to produce this head is 50 percent. The resulting
--- ~.... __ ..
work input cannot, as discussed earlier, be achieved in this pump by
an axial-flow inducer. However, for a mixed-flow configuration (where
the average exit radius 1rEx from the inducer can be larger), based
on continuity and assuming a slip factor ~I of 0.75, the required
work input is achieved at .-rEx equal to 2.235cm with an exit vane
height hEX of .5lcm when the product of the exit flow coefficient
~FL and the blade blockage factor ~EX is 0.871, and when the
,EX
exit blade ang1e~*EX is equal to the leading-edge tip angle ,s*I,T·
Thus. HI = 25.00 ft. = 7.62m
'll I,Hyd = 0.50
.Ai- I = 0.75
.f EX = 0.880 ins. = 2.235cm
hEX =0.202 ins. = .51cm
kC-FLEX ) (oEX) = 0.871
* *~ EX = 13 I,T = 82.92 degs
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The meridional configuration of the inducer is shown in figure 7.3.1.1
or 7.3.1. 2 The hub radius of curvature /fH
.. '
and the shroud radius of curvature 1'; are 2.706 and 2.667 cm
respectively. The blade anglet6; is a constant 82.92 degs along the
shroud, and the mean blade surface is generated by straight line
elements lying in meridional planes {constant Q} and extending from
shroud to hub at equal percentages of shroud and hub lengths.
For this configuration, the relative velocity ratio WEX/WI,T across
the inducer is 0.800, and the dwell time t Dof the liquid hydrogen
in the inducer is 0.0253 sec. The values of both parameters are
excellent; the first, because deceleration of the flow is moderate so
that separation should not occur on the suction surface; and the second,
because sufficient time is available to achieve condensation of the
hydrogen vapor before leaving the inducer .
A computerized quasi-three- dimensional analysis was made to determine
the velocity distributions on the blade surfaces along the hub and
shroud lines. The results for the 3-bladed inducer *are shown in
figure 7.3.1.3 (See-NOTE on next page) It is noted that the velocity
distribution along the suction surfaces at both hub and shroud are
relatively constant or steadily increasing. Their types of velocity
distribution are considered to be excellent because flow separation
from the suction surface is precluded.
Along the pressure surface at the hub, the velocity becomes negative,




thus indicating a small reverse flow for a portion of that surface.
Although negative velocities on the pressure surface are not desirable!
neither are they especially harmful and in the actual pump may not in
fact exist.
NuT£: A 3 bladed inducer was proposed at the time when this section
For two blades, the solidity ~I based on the wrap
angle of 533 degrees is 2.96. Thus,
*~I = number of blades = 2
~I = blade solidity = 2.96
In conclusion! it should be noted that the relative velocities will
be higher than shown in the figure, at least for the first half of
inducer length, due to the presence of the vapor and vapor cavity.
This vapor has been partially accounted for by specifying flow
coefficients that increase linearly with station number from 0.833 at
the leading-edge (station 1) to 0.925 at the inducer exit (station 16).
However! the one-dimensional design value for the average inlet
relative velocity at the inducer tip is 13.4m/sec The inducer
dimensions are tabulated in Fig. 7.3.1.
First Stage Impeller. The leading-edge of the first-stage impeller
is nearly contiguous with the exit from the inducer. Thus, the mean
leadin..9-edge radius and annulus height are e~sentially the same. "':'he
'k
impeller has 6 blades and the inlet blade angle t3 I,LE is 84.00 degrees
(vs 82.92 degrees for the inducer exit angle). Thus,
*~I = number of blades = 6
*C3 [,LE = 84.00 degs
- 7 -
A recirculation flow rate of 4 percent was assumed for both the first
and second stage impellers.
To ach ieve the stage head H of 64. 7m as gi ven in the des ign
specification, assuming a stage hydraulic efficiency 74iVD of 52 percent,
and with an exit blade angle B; of 78.29 degrees, continuity and the
required work input give a tip radius'i of 4.62cm and a tip blade
hei ght hT of .429 cm The s1i P factor ,aT' based on the method of
Wiesner (ref.5), is 0.871 and the impeller-tip flow-coefficient
CrL,T is 0.925. Thus,
H= 212.5 ft. = 64.77m
17. HVD = 0.52
*f3 T = 78.29 degs.
~T = 1.822 ins. = 4.63cm
.,iT = 0.169 ins. = .429cm
)LT = 0.871
/C- FL, T = 0.925
The blade angle t5* varies linearly from 84.00 degrees at the leading
edge to 78.29 degrees at the tip. The blade thickness t I is constant
at .0508cm and the meridional profile is shown in figure 7.3.1.1
(supplied by Sundstrand) or 7.3.1.2.
For this design, the stage head coefficient ~ is 0.423 and the relative
velocity ratio Wex/WT1 across the impeller is 0.825. Based on the
method of Daily and Nece (ref. 4), the stage disk-friction power is
15 watts. Also, the useful hydrau1 i c output power is 20.88 watts
and the hydraulic input power HP 1N is 0.0571, giving an estimated stage






HP HYD = 0.0284
HP IN = 0.0571
rl..p = 0.366
Dimensions are tabulated in fig. 7.3.2
Second-Stage Impeller
For reasons to be discussed, the second stage impeller is assumed to
have the same hydraulic efficiency (0.52) as the first-stage inducer
and impeller combined. Thus, for the same tip radius ~, blade
height ht and blade exit angle t?~, the flow conditions out of the
second-stage impeller are the same as those of the first stage impellEr.
(Thus, the vaned diffuser design is the same for both stages.)
The second stage impeller does not require a separate inducer, thus,
the impeller can have a radial inlet and a constant blade height
.429cm ) between parallel plates, as shown in figure 7.3.1.1 or
7.3.1.2 The leading-edge radius ~,LE
is 1.651 cm. the blade angle ~;,LE is 81.36 degrees, the inlet flow
angle ~2,LE (including the effects of blade blockage and a flow
coefficient C 2,FL-LE of 0.875) is 83.36 degrees. Thus, the eff~ctive
incidence ang1e~2,LE is 2.00 degrees. This positive incidence is
considered desirable, because of the relatively sharp turning upstream




-- (, h2,LE = 0.169 ins. = .429cm
.-r2,LE = 0.650 ins . = 1.651 cm
it
/J 2,LE = 81.36 degs
- 9 -
8 2, LE = 83. 36 degs.
~2,LE = 2.00degs
A. 2,FL-LE = 0.875
Dimensions are tabulated in fig. 7.3.3.
The relative velocity ratio W2,T/W2,LE across the impeller is 0.519,
which value is considered marginally safe, and, for this reason, the
hydraulic efficiency ~HYD is assumed to be equal (0.52) for both stages.
Computerized quasi-three-dimensional analyses to determine the relative
velocity distributions on the blade surfaces along the hub and shroud
lines were made for both the 1st and 2nd stage impellers. As for the
1st. stage inducer (fig. 7.3.1.3)
were found to be satisfactory.
the velocity distributions
Fianlly, it should be noted that the relatively large blade angles
~ * used in from the second stage is not designed to create a static
pressure rise. but merely to collect the flow at low velocity in order
not to lose static pressure.
The performance curves for the boost stage (s) in liquid oxygen









Fig. 7.3.1.1 - Meridional View of the LH Boost Stages
2
FIRST STAGE INDUCER
Type: Mixed - flow, 2 blades
Inlet flow angle BI,T = 86.00
*Inlet blade angle BI,T = 82.920
Incidence angle I,T = 3.080






Fig. 7.3.1 Inducer Dimensions
= 0.001 in. = .00254cm
= 0.02 in. along shroud = .0508cm
=0.03 in. at hub = .0762cm
=0.88 in =2.2352cm
= 0.202 in = .513
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FIRST STAGE IMPELLER
flumber of blade
Leading edge mean radius
Inl~t blade angle Bl,LE
Exit blade a~gle BT
Tip Radius TT
Tip Blade height hT












1ST STA~£ INPEL.I.ER DIMENSION
Number of blade
Heady edge mean radius T2,LE
Inlet blade angle B2,LE *.
Inlet flow angle B2,LE
Effective incidence angle i 2 LE,
Exit Blade angle BT*
Tip radius T















Fig. 7.3.3 :<"NJ) .sTA~C IMPELLER J>fMENSfON
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Figure 7.4 - LOX Boost Stage Performance Curves
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The Performance curves of the individual vane stage (LH2) and boost stage
(LH2) are shown in figures 6.4.1, 6.~.2, 7.5. In order to estimate the
performance of the integrated unit, G( discharge vs. P4 of
the vane stage at various discharge pressures P6 were generated and plotted
.
on the same graph with the performance curve (~P vs. Gl) of the boost
.
stage (Fi gure 8.1). The performance curve ( A P vs. Q.. ) of the integrated
boost/vane pump was then read off from the intersections of these two
families of curves. The resulting LH2 pump performance curve is shown in





- ( GPM n C&,,-t.. PSI Ce/l.-t. PCtyf1.-t. Ivane n Ce,it.
(PSIG)
5.5 .34 13.4 315 .014
6 .35 13.3 275 .0169
7 .365 13.0 152.5 .0311
8 .365 12.8 90 .0519
9 .367 12.5 35 .12
Vane Pump
I IGPM 1tvane PSl vane Pboost/vane 11.. vane 7L(boost &vane)
5.5 .472 301.6 315 .4519 .4659
6 .504 201.7 275 .4796 .6137
7 .612 139.5 152.5 .5598 .6448
8 .691 77.2 90 .5929 .5909








'It Ultt P p "l..(~,.'t.C~l\-t • ~ ..-t. Ivane(PSIG) (PSIG)
-
3.17 .36 14.5 95.3 .055
2.14 .36 14.75 265.3 .02
2.11 .345 15.25 435.3 .012
Vane Pump
77.vane
I IGPM Pvane Pboost/vane 11. vane n(bOost &vane)(PSIG) (PSIG)
3.17 .828 80.8 95.3 .748 .803
2.64 .694 250.55 265.3 .655 .675
2.11 .545 420.05 435.3 .526 .538
----- .
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Fig. 8.3 - LOX' Vane/Boost Stages Matching




9.1 Stress on Vane Stage
9.2 Thrust Load on Impellers
9.3 Bearing Life &Seal Selection
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Jon ~~SA-Lewi~ LQx/LH2 Pump
EUR ;7 0 9 11 119
DESIGN PARAf.1ETER LUlITATIONS





2. Surface speeds less than 6.096mjs· for LOX pump
3. Zero NPSH operation
4. Eliminate vortex action at boost pump inlet
5. Gas inside the pump'is to be avoided
6. Isolation of seal package from cryogenic temperatures
7. Material compatability with liquid O2 , design for safety.
8. Material compatability with Liquid H2J design for wear.
9. Reprime capability
10. Same vane pump design to be used on both hydrogen and oxygenJ
only materials change.
11•. Pressure plate on vane pump to eliminate catastrophic

















) : 1. 49
63025 HP
T : N
N : 8000 rpm (LH2)
: 3000 rpm (LOX)
T = 63025 (2.25) : 17.73 in. lb. (LH2) : 20.4 em. kg.8000
= (63025) (1.47 : 30.88 in. lb. (LOX) : 35.6 em. kg.3000








bl.,.. b : key widthL - Key 1ength
for A1Sl 4130 (40-50 HRC)
d4: 180,000 psi rey : 93,000 psi
= 1.24 x 109 N/m2~ : 6.41 x 108 N/m2
goy ~ ~~~i.O~O 19§i N/m2 cy ~l;~i~O~ ~6~ N/m2
Let b : .125 in. = .3175 em
M.S.: .5






~~~~~.3125) (93000) : .026 in. : .066 em
~·I,
-'











= 8.7-Z. x 107 N/m2
= --:-/6;:.......;TT--_
7ft .DO!
= 5153 psi = 3.SS x 107 N/m2
- ( Stress concentration due to keys1ot,
t = 3.0 (Ref. Peterson, 1974, Fig. 183)
Max. stress,
'1;' = 5153 (3) = 15,460 psi = LOb x 108 N/m2
a- = 27,122 psi M.S.
= 1.87 x 108 N/m2
--~;a. LARGE
Vane
Materi a1 properti es: 'Yu = 280 ks i
Material - FERRO-TIC
Vane dimensions,
t = .040 in. = .102 em
a = .05 in (stroke) = .128 cm
w = .771 in. = 1.98 em





for a beam of relatively
g}'eat wi dth (2L. >4)
a
bending stress, (reflecting the load due to
friction between vane tip &liner)
0; = J( (6P )
'ill tr





Km = .370 (see pg. 135 of Ref. Book 7)
P = (A PSI)X(W) X (a)
P = .317 (.771) (.05) = 12.2
~= .37 ~.~~)22)= 16927 psi. = 1.17 x 108 N/m2
, ( M.S. is LARGE
Compressive stress at edge of vane slot;
The vane/slot combination is similar to a pin in a solid body. The vane is
assumed to be infinitely stiff and the rotor material linearly elastic.
The maximum pressure at the edge of the s19t is,
= 674 psi = 4.6Sx 106 N/m2
M. S. ---+ LARGE
p max: L~a (4+ h~: ~ / w
- ,13 £+ 6 (.05) ]




Km = .51fJj,=K (6P)
'ill ~





P = RA = 15.46
0;, = • 51 (b) (15.46 )
(.1066)2 = 4163 ps i = 2.87 x 107 N/m2
Stress concentration factor for bending
for !. = !. = .020 = •188
d t .1066
o 3td= t = 3
(ref. Peterson, '74, fig. 73)
r,lax. stress ,
0;'= 1.55 (4163) =6453 psi =4.~S x 107 N/m2
Ring section stress (neglecting vane load)
i
at bore, o-eff = 189 psi 6 (ref. E4 output)= 1.3 x 10 N/m2
M.S. ) large.
Input and output are shown in Fig. 9.1.1 and 9.1.2
PAGE 5
Rotor &Vane Material - Ferrotic
2 Pump Designs with same dimensions
Hydrogen - HT6
Oxygen - eNS
Rotor 0.0. = 1.0468" = 2.66 em
Rotor width = ~ 771" = 1.96' em
No. of Vanes = 16
Dual Lobe


















28 PSIA 1.93 x 105 N/!fI2
231 PSIA 159 x 106 N/m2
7.0 GPM 26.49 1/m;n.
8000
2.25
37 oR 200 K
.; ..~
LOX
21 PS IA L4S x 105 Nim2
338 PSIA 2.3,3 x 106 N/m2
3.0 GPM 11.~5 1/m;n.
3000
1.47
163 oR 90.20 K
·v· - .. _.. - - . .





q. I VIJAlF: fo,q, S I ?:ING E/9SEO ON VI1WI: C"vTl"1C",-
...rTf(. E .rs !4/VP l1/<?c-n Po,.( TIN ~
~ .'/~ x .IS .;: 0 Ob7S /1fJ'Lpo~r-
= .4-&5'"+ cPt.~//,prt
Fo~ 7,S' G/M (:<.5.39 ~/~.)









:: • 0 '-I~" _ '/0/6 eM .
o.~o(,)" = .sog c"z.
CJ •.,? , .: /. 9sf C~
II .J' ~ .. Ie " ~ , 'I;''' ~ J.:. 8 / P.l~
,.l.o~ot'/cc. ~ • .2.3p'C., LEll/ol)
= • oll x .77 I )C: .::l"'C • ~, h 1::. ;( . ~L.q XIO" 3 '- 13
I' Z 35" i" _~
-::. .o.,..x.")")'X'.2.')(.Z3.~y -:=. 1,47a X/d L8
= .6?j'*t.
. ~
V r'1,v~ R~ 7' ,9TIO,v - 0 SS"3 -' ~;;t.
::: • LtS'3 "
rl/I(.."N£!~ -




















JOB NASA-Lewis LOX/LH2 Vane Pump

















?- If., (1:+8'~ / 0 so H/A" ~ )
.3,33/ (14--<?2 MJ
J;,SL/l ( :<"tJ·;J.. I tV )




6 0 'J'")';: (.o?( ...;<:."...)
• . 3 0 l.J~ (1·.3S" IV)
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Y;, : - 0 S~3 //1/= /·40Ctwt./)b :: I·/Ot:, :: .2....~ c~
r- ~ 3' 'DoS' - ., 77>< " ,/. l.<;:. ~J(/O / ' - -<..~ lo,v/l'!,
'6 -::. 03
b = WleTH Dr Rr;c.TI'lIJGlJl.r4~ Goumer A~€;l
P=6.JLl31.7-'1 ::. J',2l7 LBI,,./ .:. /4.:<.SN!CNf.
.b = I. (, JP (1)2 DJ>L r,-& l 1- .L::!.~ - I
(.DI.- p~) Le, e,
- i
i
b = l,fD)8,A'-7(.OE-C)(1.16') ).[, - .3l.J I
(l,Jo(;,- ,oJ'o) JJ'lC1VU
b = .s. I ~- "X I () - '1 I J.I
-4-
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7t1/((/Jr /"OJ'9J)S F/lof1 J300!:.r PUMP
L fJ't,. - 7. S' ~ P11 ,q T tf'tJrJcJ ~'rn lb. S fJ.,· /.1Tri (, c
loST S,I9t.t:
~!"I~s' .: ..-,1 ~-v:: I .~ . "3oo-r:;
Ij
/J. 1,]1"' ::'~71't1~'t.. ~
-+t/Sec. \,.= 7.; ,,/.t"~c l:
J~ 7.:2. fr/uc-
:: ,36· 77 /I<../~c..
• ,,~S-: " :;. I· S 8' .CII'f, f ~,. = 1.1.:' 7S-
/.J'J.:J.. " = If· 62.7 eM.. ~ =. J.2. 17 'i
• :l75" II= '6'1J' (./fff" /A. ~ = ;ZIT r-z. P _
• 7"2.0
/4, 7 fS,' 0.. :. 1.01 x /051'41






7.!:' )" :z. '!. /16 'I. J 7S
J




::. ,1,),7)110 18- se-C./F1



















r; -= - Lj.::.-' l/P -+ ~, 0 4 -+ 9, ~~ .. ,0 I
=-30.~'1 L.13S. - - /~6.0b N
Form G 7756
;;. S. / 7
3.00 FT/see.-
_ 0 774 ,nt/J.Cc.
r; -= • 7o~- .1 ~ /.79 CPt. ." = 2. J,'2.. f J ,·tJ".:1,4l,x(O.5'";l/A 1
1"1. ~ /' j'2 2." :: If. 63.. ,,'\.. 1', =;2. 7. 7 t7s.·r\.~.91 ~..,))~ 1
t") = . Y"l.C" -: J...o?S e,-e.. ~ =- ILI.7 -/'J .'~ /.0 1)('-:Jr~4.z.
£,('/: ~ 1:L7.:J. I=r/H-v3t13"'i/.reecJ6'~ '1.~7~ tJ3/FT~t.?lM j
'<j = '1 ~. 17 'I FT/.J £c. 1. n-:" -= .2.;2. 7 ;Cft' - 3 LJ3-J t!c./~
: 't.; If1'/.. / A-e Co l := J'3 .N.;"-1.








JOB NASA-Lewis LOX/LH2 Vane Pump

















F:z- =- -3 L/. 7J.. ~ 6,;L ') -f 5'9,23 -1-,01 - :2?~ S'"Lj- ~, l)'-j
= -~,77








:: .13,3h LJ3 £.
;::. /#. If IV
Form G 7756
r; , :=. , ,,2.. ('" :: ;. Sa em.. 1:.,,:. 7/. 0 l.1l1 FT~ =/./J..Xlo4 #fA.~
r"l-::' I.f''l.-Z:' ': t,.. '=3 ~Itl J : 3.2.17"" F-T/.J€c l-;.. t- f "L/~c. J..
.. /0
r1 -:. ,':1.."7 s:- ':. 0, po c.l"t. Ur .. 0/7,7 rr/.t cc. =- 1+. s-3 A /..ttc-
"p. '::. JY,7 r's,'4, -:::/.O('fI;j!:"N/A"L






NASA-Le\ds LOX/LH2 Vane Pump
EHR 1/09449
Tf.!lfus r LoI9f)!:.




F/!.-c M J3 (Jo.sT Ptlp,r
1'f.)~'O t<.fM) I Dl.. f J ,.
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9.3 Bearinys and Seals
'1--------
E
NASA-Lewis LOX/LH 2 Vane Pump
EHR fI 0 eli 11 Cj
PARAr'1ETER BOOK





Angular contact ball bearings were chosen havin~ ~~OC stainless
steel balls and races with rulon cages. An~ular contact bearin~s
were chosen over radials in order that one piece cages could be
used. The radial contact bearin~s have rivetted ca~es. These
440c bearings have been run successfully at cryo~enic temperatures
and material compatability with hydrogen and oxygen is adequate.
Only axial loads are assumed on the bearings. From the differential
pressure balance on the boost pump and the two sprin~ loads. MRC QD
bearings were chosen ..
is an R6 bearing on the hot end (outside the seal package).
it is a decp groove radial ball bearin~ with a .9525 cm bore.
This bearin~ is clamoed axially to prevent seal da~age, and
will operate dry. .
is a 38 bearin~ on the cold side closest to the boost pump.
This is an angular contact ball bearin~ with a .8001 em bore. It
will operate in the flooded state at cryof,enic temperatures.
The only axial load on this bearing will be the thrust load
rro~ the wavy spring.
is an RR bearin~ on
thrust loading. It
~enic temperatures.
a 1.27 em bore.
the cold side that will take all of the
will operate in the flooded state at crvo-





NASA-Lm'lis. LOX!LH2 Vane Pump
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Wavy Spring Behind B3 Bearin~ - 5# Axial
Coil Sprin~ At Spline - 2.85# Axial
. 3000 RPH LOX Pump
B1 B2 .i
Axial Load (T) 2.85 63.18 5.0
Thrust Load Index (K) .171 .281 .171
T/K 16.7 225 29.2
Thrust Factor (Y) 3.25 2.1 2.98
Equivqlent Load (B) 9.26 132.7 14.9
'Speed Rating 115 170 113
Speed Factor (.6934) (A) 79.7 117.9 78.4
Service Factor (A)!(B) 8.6
105
.888 5.3
105Life Hrs. 9.5 x 1050 2.2 x
Derate to 20%, Hrs. lYO,OOO 210 44,000
..8.000 RPH LH2 Pump
Bl B2 ~
Axial Load (T) 2.85 1n.21 5.0
Index (K) .171 .281 .171
T/K 16.7 146.7 29.2
Thrust'Factor (Y) 3.25 2.28 2.98
Equivalent Load (B) 9.26 94.0 14.9
Speed Rating 115 170 113
,Speed Factor (.50) (A) 57.5 85 56.5
Service Factor (A/B) 6~21
105
.904 3.79 5
Life Hrs. 3.59 x 1108 .816 x 10
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9.-3 . -SEAL ARRANGEr'lENT
Seal Selection:
For the oxygen pump a gas trap seal \'lill be used since the pnmp
will operate in the vertical Dosition. The hydro~en pump will use
a floating Gits ~adial seal acting as a labyrinth (controlled leak-
age) riding on the s~aft. Both pumps will utilize back to back
Sealol face seals operating at the warm end. Sundstrand experience
has been to operate seals at room temperature isolated from the
pump by a sta~doff pipe and insulation. Since Sundstrand has
exhibited successful operation with warm seals this program will
also use this concept.
Face Seals:
Metal Bellows - Inconel
Sealol 800 Cl~ss
Cup and Backplate - 347 Stainless
Carbon Face Clamped By Carpenter 42






(1.308 cm ± .051 cm)
(2.57 cm + .005)
(2.22 cm + .005)I.D.
Face 0.0.
1.376~0.D. ± :886: (3.495 cm. 0.0. + :88~ gm) .
.660w I.D. (1.676 cm I.D.)
.5l,S":!: .020" operating length










9.4 Liner Pressure Plate
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Heat of oxidation J(g. eal/lOOgT.ns
Thermal diffusivity ern2/see.
Thermal Conductivity eal/see. ern oJ(
. 3Density grn/ern





















Shaft force exerted upon the fluid Newtons
I
Fluid velocity in/sec
778.10 n. m /Kcal
Specific enthalpy, Kcal




Gl volume flow rate in2/sec







Clearance between plates, m
"thickness" of flow path
(at right angles to flow) m
I
Length of flow path, m
Fluid viscosity, average val~e
Kg/m sec
"radius" or "1 ocation" of the moving element j









Rmaj Cam ring major radius,m
A 6.0 Vane Pump
L Width of the ran, em.
- (
R Major radius of the cam ring, em.
~ Minor radius of the cam ring, em.
AT Degree of subcooling of the liquid in °c
-- (
--L






Pressure rise, (psi or N/M2)
Liquid Density, (lb/ft3 or N/M3)
Pressure head, (ft or M)
Distance from center line to the hub
Distance from center line to the tip of the leading blade edge
Inducer inlet relative flow angle
Blade radius at inlet
Hub radius at inlet
Blade blockage factor
Exit blade angle
Blade angle along the shroud
Fluid relative velocity at exit ,(ft/sec. or na/sec)
Fluid relative velocity at inlet , (ft/sec. or M/sec)
Fluid dwell time in the inducer, (sec.)
Blade solidity of 1st boost stage
1st impeller leading edge blade angle
impeller tip radius, (in. or cna)
Ti p blade hei ght, (in. or cna)





















Blade angle at the leading edge tip
Incedence angle
Inducer pressure head, (ft or M)
Inducer hydraulic efficiency
Inducer average exit radius, (in or cna)
'slip factor
Exit flow coefficient









Flow coefficient at impeller tip
Head Coefficient
Leading edge radius of 2nd impeller, CD1.
Pressure head at 2nd stage leading edge, CD1.
2nd stage leading edge radius, CD1.
2nd stage leading edge blade angle
Inlet flow angle
2nd stage incidence angle
C2,FL-LE 2nd stage impeller flow coefficient
W2,T Relative velocity at 2nd stage impeller discharge, (ft/sec. or~/sec.)
W2,LE Relative velocity at 2nd stage impeller inlet., (ft/sec. or~/sec.)







Discharge flow rate, GPM or Liter/Min.
Pressure Rise, ft. or M.
Efficiency of the centrifugal stage alone
Efficiency of the centrifugal stage in the entire pump package
Efficiency of the vane stage
1t' Vane Efficiency of the vane stage in the whole pump package
11 1 (Boost &Vane) Efficiency of the entire pump package















Torque, in. lb. or em. kg.
Speed in RPM
Ultimate Tensile Strength, psi or N/M2
Tensile yield strength, psi or N/M2
Shear yield strength, psi or N/M2
Compressive yield strength, psi or N/M2
Margin of safety
Safety factor
Key width, in or em.
Key length, in. or em.
Bending stress, psi or N/M2
l
t Vanes thickness, in. or em.
a Stroke, max. vane travel, in. or em.
w AXial vane width, in. or em.
IL Vane height, in. or em.
Fe Centrifugal force, lb. or N
FP Pressure force, lb. or N
6" Poision ratio
b Width of rectangular contact area, in. or em.















Distance from center line to the labyrinth on the inlet side
of the impeller, in. or cm
Impeller inlet radius, in. or cm.
Distance from center line to the labyrinth on the back side
of the impeller, in. or cm.
Impeller discharge radius, in. or cm.
Average fluid inlet velocity, ft. /sec. or M/sec.
Mass flow rate, lb. -sec. 2/ft . or gm/sec .
Impeller tip velocity, ft. /sec. or M/sec.
Axial thrust on first stage impeller, lb. or N .
Axial thrust on second stage impeller, lb. or N.
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